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The Index Copernicus Value (ICV) of the journal 
“Nanotechnologies in Construction” 
for 2022 has increased

Dear authors and readers of the journal “Nanotechnologies in Construction.” 

We would like to inform you that based on the evaluation of the questionnaire data and analysis of journal issues from 
the year 2022, the experts at Index Copernicus have determined the Index Copernicus Value (ICV) of the journal 
“Nanotechnologies in Construction” (ISSN: 2075-8545) listed in the ICI Journals Master List Database. The ICV 
for 2022 stands at 123.93, a notable increase from previous years (for reference: ICV 2021: 96.46; ICV 2020: 95.79; ICV 
2019: 94.02). More details available here: https://journals.indexcopernicus.com/search/details?id=56658.

The ICI Journals Master List is a prestigious international database of academic periodicals, systematically evaluated 
each year for over two decades now. 

Inclusion within this list requires passing a comprehensive parametric assessment, currently based on more than 100 
criteria. Periodicals that meet all formal prerequisites and indexing requirements are awarded an ICV, reflecting the 
journal’s overall development and its scientific impact within its specific field.

This process allows conscientious editors prioritizing consistent indexing to track the long-term progress and 
dynamics of their journal’s evolution.

Our congratulations to the authors and readers on this achievement!

“This result was achieved thanks to the active contribution and support from the editorial board members and the 
effective partnership with the experts of the Association of Science Editors and Publishers (ASEP). The high-quality 
materials provided by the authors, their adherence to the editorial board’s requirements, the comprehensive review 
process by our reviewers, and the highly professional and responsible approach of the editorial staff have all played 
significant roles in this achievement.”

The motto of the journal since its foundation is “GIGA success is being built from NANO”, and it has become more and 
more a reality over the past 15 years.

Many thanks to everyone who is engaged in the production of the journal, as well as to the leading Russian 
and foreign scientists and specialists who use the materials of the journal in their research works!

We invite leading scientists and specialists to publish materials about their research.

We hope for further fruitful cooperation. 

If you have any questions, please contact us via e-mail: info@nanobuild.ru
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